2006 silverado blower resistor

For more information go to Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement
parts th Since , Dorman Products has supplied the automotive aftermarket w We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Blower Motor
Resistor part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 15 of 35 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Product Details Location : Front Notes :
Compatible with models equipped with rear vents in the center console. AC, 2 Hole Mounting.
AC, 4 Hole Mounting. Part Number: RB Product Details Location : Front Notes : Compatible with
mod models equipped with rear vents in the center console. Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 35
results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from top quality
components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and
maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part.
Established in , ACDe Replacement Blower Motor Resistor Front. Feb 16, Part fit wonderful and
works good so far. Aaron Call. Purchased on Jun 19, Feb 15, Perfect Transaction. Just what I
needed. Charles Atkinson. Purchased on Dec 23, Dec 26, Chevy Silverado blower motor
resistor. Purchased a Chevy Silverado blower motor resistor online and installed it today. It
came in a couple days eariler than inspected. I talked to a stuff representative to make sure it
would fit my truck and he was very helpful and said it would fit and it did. I will order more parts
again.. Bill Bothelio. Purchased on Dec 26, Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Each part ought to be set and linked to different parts in
specific manner. If not, the arrangement will not work as it should be. So as to make sure that
the electric circuit is constructed correctly, Chevy Silverado Blower Motor Resistor Wiring
Diagram is needed. How can this diagram aid with circuit construction? The diagram provides
visual representation of a electric arrangement. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified
variant of this structure. This makes the procedure for assembling circuit easier. This diagram
provides advice of circuit components in addition to their own placements. The first element is
symbol that indicate electric component from the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by
many components. The other thing you will come across a circuit diagram would be lines. Lines
in the diagram show how each element connects to a another. The order is also not plausible,
unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put component in a spot relative to
other components inside the circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a circuit
diagram would be your symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited on the diagram shows specific
circuit component. The most common elements are capacitor, resistorbattery. There are also
other components such as floor, switch, engine, and inductor. Everything depends on circuit
that is being built. Occasionally, the cables will cross. But, it does not mean connection
between the wires. Injunction of two wires is usually indicated by black dot to the junction of
two lines. There will be main lines which are represented by L1, L2, L3, and so on. Colors are
also utilised to differentiate wires. Usually, there are two main sorts of circuit connections. The
primary one is known as series link. Because of the electrical current in each part is comparable
while voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in every component. Parallel relationship is
more complicated compared to show one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of every
component is comparable. It is because the element is directly connected to electricity supply.
This circuit includes branches which are passed by different electrical current amounts. The
present joins together when the branches match. There are lots of items that an engineer needs
to pay attention to when drawing wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the
diagram should be accurate. It must represent the specific element needed to build an intended
circuit. It is also highly suggested that engineer brings positive supply and damaging source
symbols for clearer interpretation. Meanwhile the negative source symbol is put below it. The
current flows from the left to right. Along with that, diagram drawer is advised to limit the
amount of line crossing. The line and component placement should be made to minimize it.
Since you can see drawing and translating Chevy Silverado Blower Motor Resistor Wiring
Diagram can be a complicated endeavor on itself. The advice and ideas that were elaborated
above should be a fantastic kick start, however. Each component should be set and connected
withâ€¦. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true
freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is
composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts
inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring
diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various
different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If
not, theâ€¦. Related Post to Chevy Silverado Blower Motor Resistor Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv
Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat

blade trailer side wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is
composed of various diverse pieces. Brake Light Wiring Diagram Chevy. See our other listings.
If you have questions about the product or your order please contact us via eBay Messages for
assistance. Thank you. Business Hours. See Item Specifics section for additional specifications
about this part. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review the notes section in the compatibility
chart for additional specifications about this part. The engine ty pes may include 3. This part fits
vehicles made in the following years ,,,20 00,,,,,,,,, Interchange Part Numbers. This item may
interchange to the following part numbers from other brands. This is provided for reference
only and does not guarantee that the part your are buying is identical to the part numbers from
the brands listed below. At Virota, we don't think those warm fuzzy relationships we all knew
from simpler, kinder times are old-fashioned. We're working to build a state-of-the-art, online
auto repair resource complete with the parts, people and information you need to stay in
motion. But we're also backing our web experience with down-home, kitchen-table-support
people that know cars, care about you and call you by name. Call us next time you have a car
question. If we don't have the answer, we'll find it and get right back to. Really, it's no trouble.
Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new
New posts New resources New profile posts Latest activity. Resources Latest reviews Search
resources. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Welcome to The Truck Stop! Your truck knowledge is missing! Registration is
FREE , all we need is your birthday and email. Post your own topics and reply to existing
threads to help others out! NO ADS! The site is fully functional and ad free! Problems
registering? Click here to contact us! Forums Your Pulling Resources Electrical. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Heater blower fan resistor and plug pigtail recall in US. Thread starter Ted Reminder Start date
Nov 30, Ted Reminder New Member. Messages 77 Reaction score 0 Location Northeast Ohio.
GM finally sent out a recall on faulty fan wiring for Silverado. Got mine today. I fixed mine out of
warranty over a year ago. GM says they will reimburse for cost of repairs already done. I'm
happy to say I saved the receipts.. Lead Moderator. I had just thrown the receipts out for a
couple I had done for people about 2 weeks before they issued the recall. Coulkd have gotten
some coin back out of teh general, but that's my luck. The resistor board is fairly cheap, but
they don't give that pigtail away. Didn't they recall this in Canada quite some time ago?
Messages 18, Reaction score 5, Location Sandwich, Illinois. Did I miss something? I don't recall
any discussion about this on the GMs. CtChevy Still Kicking Staff member. Any chance you
could post the recall notice or any relevant numbers related to the recall? Here is the TSB
related to the problem. TSB Link. Last edited: Dec 1, CtChevy said:. That does help thanks. I
guess I'm out because I have the auto climate control system. Just got back from the dealer.
Not too bad. Ted Reminder said:. That's really a very good deal. That kind of customer service
goes a long way in this day and age. RayMich Well-Known Member. Messages 4, Reaction score
32 Location Mid Michigan. I just received the letter Yesterday. They are NOT recalling any
vehicles for this. In addition, moisture and other contaminants may enter the fresh air intake
plenum and contact the internal circuit of the module or corrode the terminals. If any of these
were to occur, the relay resistor module or wiring connector could overheat and the HVAC
blower may not function on certain blower settings or may be inoperative. This may be
accompanied by a burning smell or smoke. You must log in or register to reply here. Complete
Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your repair with a
single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted
Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands and include
hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY
Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. If your
vehicle is Right Hand Drive, please ensure the part is correct for your specific vehicle. This item
is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to
manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. Returns: Parts with electrical components cannot be
returned once installed. Shipping is not available to Canada. Final shipping costs are available
at checkout. Created on: Learn how to replace the blower motor module in your Chevy
Trailblazer with this video from 1A Auto. This item may be interchangeable with parts from other
brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and does
not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the
brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle
Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get
you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster?

Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Blower Motor Resistor. This part will only fit a
vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your
vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Blower Motor Resistor. Add to Cart. Loading Delivery
Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize your delivery options in checkout.
Brand : HVA Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This item is backed by
our limited lifetime warranty. Unclip the wiring from the panel. Unplug the wiring harness from
your resistor Open the glove compartment and pull the hook up releasing the glove
compartment. Unplug the connection to the blower motor and the resistor. Plug in the wiring,
both to the resistor and the blower motor. Close the glove box. Bolt the plastic cover back into
place with your 7 mm socket and ratchet. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Product Reviews.
Easy to install and works like a brand new heater and keeps the truck nice and warm now. I will
continue saving money with 1AAuto when needing parts for my Silverado. The part was perfect
and the installion video was very helpful!!! Great product, needs a warning. Everything I bought
from 1A Auto has been perfect in addition with the helpful vidoes, I have been able to make
repairs in my garage for the fraction of the cost. This product came to me very quickly and it
was in perfect condition. The only thing is that with my year model and type of truck the
installation video had a different part that he was installing. This product requires you to cut the
three pin connector from the climate control and solder to the red, black, and purple wires on
the product. Just wanted to give you guys a heads up. Thank you for the great product at a
great price. Easy as pie. Harness was exactly like the original. I just had to unplug the defective
one and plug the new one in. Couldn't have been easier and it works great! I am very satisfied
with the blower motor resistor and jumper harness everything was the same as the factory with
the exception of it being the updated resistor which worked out to be great. Inadequate wiring
instructions. I still haven't installed this part for I'm not sure what to do with the additional
wires. AC working Great! The part was perfect for the job! Great price! I would buy it again, and
will contunue to buy parts from 1A. It worked great. Easy to install and worked perfect. Quick
fix. The hardest part was to solder the three wires to the old wiring harness but other than that,
no problem. I recommend the manufacture supply a jumper to eliminate the need to solder and
wires. Blower motor module. It was easy to install. Fixed the problem. Price was the best and
fast shipping. I would buy from them again. My review. The product was priced lower than most
other online stores. The quality is very good, and is performing as it should be. The only minor
complaint I have, is no instructions were included. The online video tutorial did not include how
to connect the 3 jumper wires, but I figured it out anyway. Other than that, great product for a
great price! After checking all the fuses I determined it had to be the Blower Relay. There were
lots of choices online but I found 1A had the best price and free shipping. Their website was
very easy to use and the product arrived in just 3 days. I am very happy to have my AC working
again. Thanks 1A. The part works perfectly. The fitting was slightly off as my Chevy Trailblazer
has a different wire harness port. But once I cut off the wiring harness from the new component
from 1A and splice the wires it worked perfectly. Thank ya'll! Blower resistor. Shopped around
forever to find a new resistor for my truck. The dealership wanted twice what I paid for on 1 A
auto for the same part. The part I received from 1a was an aftermarket production that I had to
require myself, at first I went to the dealer for a 'plug and play' resistor and found they had the
exact same part for twice the price and I would have had to rewire as well. Very please! Great
Product; Wrong Installation video. I have a Chevy trailblazer EXT. I ordered this resistor
because my blower would not turn off. Research the part and watched the install video. Video
waz clear and looked easy to remove and replace. Ordered the part and it is different from the
original. Unfortunately the video does not show how to install the ordered part. Called 1aauto
support line, which instructed me to cut wires in order to install to new part. They were very
helpful but the video should be changed to reflect the part. Once installed part works great. This
was my second order. Blower motor resistor. Excellent product fixed what was wrong in my
vehicle and the video that was with the product on your site helped explained how to install it.
Everything that I have bought from A1 Auto is working fine. I will; buy all my auto parts from
this web site. Su per parts great fit and speedie mail. Will check with you first. Blower Motor
Control. The blower motor control works great. The installation videos were right on and easy to
follow. Very happy and warm. The blower module worked great. Installing it was a easy job and
the price was good. Awesome company. We are a business and have been buying parts from
A1. We have yet to th ave any kind of problem with any of the parts. They shipped them very
quickly too. I recommend to anyone. Great to work with. Quick delivery. Easy to install. Easy to

order. Quick delivery and easy to install. Satisfied with part. Came in when was suppose to and
works great will definitely be ordering parts from this site in the future and will recommend it to
my family and friends. Blower replacement. Was happen to receive blower module replacement
part was exactly what they said it would be to fix my vehicle was easy and fixed my problem
with blower for air conditioner to work properly again very happy with correct part and fast
delivery thank you. Saved a bundle on easy AC fan fix. Thank you for the informative video and
great price for the fan resistor module. I had no prior knowledge and was able to make the
repair in about an hour. Simple easy shipping and most of all best price. Easy and no surprises.
Good price, quality product, shipping and tracking good, Phone number if I have any questions
right on web pagelove it. Blower motor. It arrived in a timely manner and installed as advertised
but it does not come on right away it takes about two blocks or so before coming on. I don't
think this is the way it should work. But it does work. Exactly what I was looking for! Installation
was super fast and easy. Fast shipping to Canada as well. My Envoy, which has automatic
climate control, finally has a working blower again. IInstall took about 15 minutes thanks to the
video from 1A. Parts works and fit as it should. Substantially, than the national auto parts
stores. I reviewed some instructions on 1A Auto and You Tube. The installation was simple and
as expected. The results are great! Nice to have heat up here in the Northeast. Works perfectly! I
have my heat back! Very easy to install. Great part remplacement. This was a direct replacement
part and worked perfectly in my Silverado LT. I had a problem with my part and I left a comment
online about it. Within a couple days they called me to follow up. They offered to replace or
refund me. I was impressed that they would call so promptly and make sure I was happy. It
seems that no one really takes the extra step like 1A Auto did with me. Oem fit. Clunk fixed,
direct replacement. Perfect 5 pin fit and size was perfect match. Wiring just like part it was
replacing.. Satisfied customer. Very efficient n quality of service was excellent arrived on time
very pleased with service recommend more people use your services tks. Love this site. Not
only are the YouTube videos helpful, the parts are exactly as described. Perfect fit everyime.
Good deal. Good parts good price very fast delivery what more could you ask for. Great Service.
Good as the original. Product arrived and had easy to understand instructions, complemented
by the video. But replacement part had slightly different terminals than OE. Customer service
helped by referring my case to technical support who reviewed my pictures and sent modified
instructions and even marked my pics with the correct sequence for the terminals. Great job!
The part ran as advertised and I'm back in business with the main blower giving us air again.
Upgraded blower motor module. This is the new upgraded style blower Motor module. This is a
must have to truly repair your fix. The part was the exact match to what I wanted, what would fit
with existing wiring and works beautifully! Just a plug and play connect that made the process
so easy! Fan resister. Part arrived as stated, Easy install, worked fine no issues. Great service.
This part arrived quickly and worked as described. The harness was slightly different than my
factory connector but had the additional needed leads for me to connect. Just what I needed.
After my blower was stuck on even when I left the key off, I did a little research and 1A auto had
the perfect part for a reasonable price. What do I do with the extra wires? Factory harness has 3
wires. Rich K. I put black electrical tape over the ends. I don't remember. I just remember that
when I got it out,it was easy wire up and reinstall. James W. Sorry, I don't remember. Richard S.
Why is thereno air coming out of vents on front panel drive and passenger side? Defrost and
rear work. Sondra W. The blower modual has just gone bad. Jeff J. This could be a blower motor
module, or it could be the vent door is closed. Alex P. Are the pictures generic?? Cause the
module in the video is different than the one in the video?? Navi N. But the one in the picture is
what you get. Was an exact fit for my 04 Escalade esv. Scott H. The part shown on the site will
be the part that is received. It is possible at the time the video was made there was another
vendor whos part we were using. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any further
questions. Emma F. I bought this one and it looks like the picture, not the video. I think the
video is for general how to, but it might be the analog blower control. Mine works well, better
than one on Amazon that did not work. I would recommend this. Call Now Customer service.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Blower Motor Resistor. I ordered the blower
motor resistor that I thought I needed but I didn't read the entire description of part. I got the
one with rear console vents which my truck doesn't have. When I tried to install the resistor it
didn't match the screw holes. I called customer service and they explained that there was

another blower motor resistor for my truck without rear vents. They shipped the new one and
exchanged the first one I bought. The new one worked like a charm. Very pleased. Dear
Partsgeek, I want to thank you for a fast deliverly of my blower motor resistor. It was just what I
ordered!! Just paid attention to the wires. The right part at a fair price and fast shipping to boot.
Excellent company as far as I am concerned and I will be back, will recommend to everyone. My
thanks to all involved with my order, you made my day. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Air Flap Actuator. Air Inlet Door Actuator. Blower Motor. Blower Motor Relay.
Cabin Air Temperature Sensor. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor Aspirator. Cabin Air Temperature
Sensor Connector. Heated Seat Element Connector. Heater Control Panel. Heater Core. Heater
Hose. Heater Hose Connector. Heater Hose Fitting. Heater Hose Set. Heater Water Pump. R12
Refrigerant Oil. Schrader Valve. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling
System. Diesel Injection. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. BWD Automotive. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons.
Standard Motor Products. Shop By Vehicle. Dorman Blower Motor Resistor - Front. Click to
Enlarge. Dorman Blower Motor Resistor. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman W Blower Motor Resistor. Features: Direct replacement for a proper
fit every time Also available in a kit that includes the harness, an essential component of most
repairs Easy to install High-quality, durable construction. Please verify if your vehicle has a 2 or
4 hole mount before purchasing. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Automatic
Temperature Controls; Exc. Custom Front Floor Console. Brock Blower Motor Resistor. In
earlier vehicles, they are used to directly turn the compressor off to avoid compressor failure.
Features: Standard Motor Products are designed and manufactured to equal or exceed OE parts
in every publishedor testable specification. Control Modules are covered for 5 years or 50,
miles. All other products are covered by a 90 day or mile warranty. AC; 4 Hole Mounting. Four
Seasons Blower Motor Resistor. Features: Precision engineered OE style connectors Quality
contacts ensure proper conductivity Vehicle specific applications. Forecast Blower Motor
Resistor. Autotecnica Blower Motor Resistor. Vemo Blower Motor Resistor. Image is not vehicle
specific. Holstein Blower Motor Resistor. Features: Holstein Parts uses only the highest quality
materials and engineering for parts that are truly built to match or exceed the OE part Holstein
Parts Blower Motor Resistors offer superior coverage for domestic and import applications.
Dorman November 23rd, Posted by Geraldo. February 2nd, Posted by Bradfordfire. August 12th,
Posted by Great service. August 12th, Posted by Tony. October 6th, Posted by oklahoma. June
8th, Posted by Richard. Catalog: B. Vehicle Chevrolet Silverado Catalog: A. Catalog: Q. Catalog:
P. Catalog: K. Vehicle Body Chevrolet Silverado Vehicle Engine Chevrolet Silverado Vehicle
Body Engine Chevrolet Silverado The resistor limits electrical current so that the blower
operates at the correct speed. If the resistor fails, generally, the blower will only work on select
speed settings. There are also some instances where the blower motor may not work at all.
Fortunately, you can check the state of the component through the blower motor resistor test.
Here are some tips on how to test a blower motor resistor:. Be careful when handling the blower
resistor. Since electric currents pass through the resistor for long periods, the device can build
up significant heatâ€”enough to burn your fingers or worse. The blower motor resistor usually
sits outside either the heater box or the HVAC plenum that distributes air in the interior space.
The resistor controls the fan speed of the blower motor and the resulting change in air pressure
produced by the movement of the blower fan. It accomplishes this by regulating the electric
current that powers the motor. The resistor limits current, thereby reducing voltage, to control
the speed setting of the blower motor. Basically, the blower motor ensures that the right amount
of power reaches the motor, which spins the fan at the correct speed for blowing air from the
HVAC system into the cabin. In this situation, battery power is sent directly to the blower motor.
A bad or failing blower motor resistor hampers the efficiency of the heating and air conditioning
system. The most common symptoms include:. However, a failed resistor can cause the speed
to get stuck on a single speed setting. While the blower motor will still run, you cannot change
its speed. Sometimes, a failed resistor can still set more than one speed setting. However, it
may also lose the ability to access other speeds. A broken blower motor switch can also stop
the blower from changing to certain speed settings. If your blower motor cannot change to
certain speeds, check both the resistor and the switch on your dashboard. In most cases, since
the bypass circuit is still intact, the blower motor will continue
car speaker wiring diagram
2004 pontiac grand am radio wiring harness
2004 dodge ram 1500 service manual
to work on high-speed with a failed resistor. There are, however, instances where a bad resistor
will prevent the current from reaching the blower motor altogether. As a result, the blower fan

stays still and silent, and no air blows out of the vents. This symptom can also stem from a
failed blower fan or several other issues. Resistors have it rough. You can still drive your car
despite a faulty blower motor resistor. The replacement parts come in individual units, sets of 2
resistors, or as part of a blower motor resistor kit. Written by CarParts. Reading Time: 5 minutes
Contents hide. Blower Motor Resistor Test. What is a Blower Motor Resistor? The blower fan
gets stuck on one speed setting. The blower fan cannot access certain speed settings. No air
comes out of the vents. Causes of a Bad Blower Motor Resistor. Click a star to rate this article.
February 23, February 22, Ford Escape Reliability and Common Problems. Shop with
Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Accessibility Statement.

